Staff Selection Commission

Junior Hindi Translator, Junior Translator, Senior Hindi Translator and Hindi Pradhyapak Examination (Tier-I), 2018

Uploading of Tentative Answer Key

The Commission had conducted Junior Hindi Translator, Junior Translator, Senior Hindi Translator and Hindi Pradhyapak Examination (Tier-I), 2018 on 13.01.2019 in the Computer Based Mode. The tentative Answer Keys for the said Examination have been uploaded on the website of the Commission i.e. [https://ssc.nic.in](https://ssc.nic.in). The candidates may login using their User ID (i.e. Roll Number) and Password (as per Admission Certificate) and submit representations, if any, from 28.02.2019 to 02.03.2019 (6:00 PM) through on-line method only, on payment of Rs. 100/- per challenge. The candidates may take print-out of their respective Response Sheets as the same will not be available after the above specified time limit.
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Link for candidate’s Response Sheets, tentative Answer Keys and Submission for Challenges